.

. . Fellow members of the john Birch Society, with whom I am

proud to be associated and on v-hom, I firmly believe, the future
of the United States and the American people now very largely
depends .

Ladies and gentlemen .

Hindu prince (yzuvaraja) - Oxford - English girl - "Brow is
of ivory, cheeks are like damask roses, lips _Like rubies . A.ti
~.
-Fin ~Q~°, 'P'wentcr
of my life I have dreamed of
~ ~~t"= .''e girls like
you ."
k

That, of course, is just a story, ladies and gentlemen, but

it could be true .

The only thing that makes it improbable, and

hence amusing, is the assumption that the young princeling would
be so tactless as to say in that situation what he was really
`thinking .

If I had time this evening to discuss the subject

briefly--say in four or five hours--I should take my point of
departure from that story and try to show you in all earnestness
how very large a part of any one human being's underatanding of
a situation or even of a statement in words depends on the preconceptions in his own mind, that is to say, the things that he
takes for granted as

a

result of racial or other hereditary

instincts deep within him, or of the tradition or lack of tradition
in which he was nurtured., or of the religious faith or lack of
faith given him by his parents or schools, or of the statements
irpl=~L

x :., . .~ : ;7~rd

=faz4axm~,Ix;thei

h=m

,

implanted in his mind as factual by his teachers .
From this basic consideration, it would be easy to show that
the principal cause of our present plight must be found in the
patient, gradual, and systematic poisoning of the American mind
that has been in progress for r4re than half a century under
OLIVER EXHIBIT No. 10

the direction of our hidden enemies, the concealed agents of the
International Communist Conspiracy . . Although most of the worl :
was done by educators, journalists, and the like who were quite
unaware that they were serving the Bolsheviks, and who knew only
hch-., n
a, they were rethat if they peddled certain kinds of
warded with quick promotions and sudden prosperity, it is clear
that their venal efforts were directed and coordinated by a secret
conspiracy as part of a plan gradually to subvert and ultimately
to destroy the United States .

So each year for more than fifty

years, by a hundred subtle devices that range from the perversion
of words and sabotage of the E-uglish language to arrant lying and
the cultivation of morbid and irrational sentimentality, alien
ideas have been injected gradually into our national mind for
the purpose of inducing complete paralysis .
One of the grimmest facts that we Americans must confront
today is that a large number of voting inhabitants of our county
either never knew what it means to be an American or have consciously repudiated the American tradition .

I

As most of you, ladies and gentlemen, may know, an article
concerning the assassination of the late Jack Kennedy, which
was published in two parts in the February and March issues of
American O

i-p

nion, provoked a concerted campaign of hysterical

screeching and frantic puking in the press and over the radio
OLIvFR ExHIBIT NO . 10-Continued

throughout the United States .

'Of course, there was nothing

particularly remarkable about that .

A man would have to be

almost totally ignorant of the methods of the International
Communist Conspiracy not to foresee the probable consequences
of any serious interference with its operations in our country .
Campaigns of defamation through the Communist-controlled press
and radio have been a standard technique and virtually routine
for many years .

Perhaps the most concise statement of that

fact was made by the Board of Editors of National Review back
rhut /~P~'i'o~%gal urrderwe~t'

in 1958 beforeA a series of acute financial crises,
They said :
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ME& u.8 . PAT

or,.

1958]

"It is an established law of our epoch
that any individual who begins to get
public attention for ideas that run firmly and specifically counter to Soviet
policy objectives will become the target
for a massive campaign of defamation that
will go on until he is politically--and
often physically--silent . Such campaigns
originating in the secret chambers of the
Communist apparatus, are commonly triggered by the words of an open or concealed Communist agent .
They are carried on
for the most part, however, not by the
Communists themselves but by the massive
exertions of the slavish Liberal left .
In our own nation as in all nations
the honor roll of victims is long and
varied : Charles Lindbergh, Pat McCarr~n,
Jan Valtin, Robert Vogeler, William C .
Bullitt, Joseph McCarthy, Louis Budenz,
Arthur Coleman, George Stratemeyer, Whittaker Chambers, Martin Dies, Douglas Mc
Arthur, William Jenner and a hundred and
one others ."
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Although the Conspiracy naturally tries not to use the
technique of systematic defamation so frequently that the
inattentive public would have to recognize the monotonous
pattern, it is not a technique that the Conspiracy tries to
conceal from attentive observers .
them to recognize it .

On the contrary, it wants

That has been the policy for decades

in the United States, and if, as a matter of some slight
historical interest, you would like to know the date at which
the High Command of the Bolsheviks adopted that policy, I
think I can give it to you .
In September, 1933, a number of traitors established in
several departments of the Federal government foregathered
with an official representative of the Soviet on a social oc
casion at which Dr . William A . Wirt, Superintendent of Schools
in Gary, Indiana, was also present .

Now the criminals probably

assumed that, given the Conspiracy's deep penetration of American
colleges and especially "Colleges of Education" during the preceding twenty years, a successful professional "educator," if
not himself an enlisted =a"' 'n

of the Conspiracy, would be

either a fathead, with his brain stuffed with r_n^

un-

intelligible verbiage, or a racketeer, interested only in ,
shaking bucks

-"

out of boobs .

It is even

possible that through some faulty identification, they mistook
Dr . girt for a comrade .

At all events, the termites were so

indiscreet as to allude, in the presence of Dr . dirt, to
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6
their plans for subverting and -capturing the United States,
and to boast that Franklin Roosevelt was the American counterpart of Berensky, the ambiguous Russian Socialist who was a
knowing or unwitting tool of the Bolsheviks and prepared the
way for the capture of Russia by Lenin, Trotsky, and associated
degenerates in 1917 .
;
girt

The conspirators were mistaken about Dr:
he was a loyal

g

American, and he recognized the moral duty that is incumbent
on all of us, if we are fit to live in our country.

He there-

fore testified before a committee of Congress .
Now Communist agents are not supermen ; like ordinary bandits
and murderers they make mistakes all the ltime, and it was doubtless a mere blunder that led those creatures to expose themce
selves in the present of Dr . Wirt . But the situation thus accidentally created called for a policy decision on the highest
level, and I, for one, feel certain that the decision was made
by the supreme directorate of the Conspiracy, whoever they may
be .

You see, it would have been extremely simple and easy to

have the heads of the governmental departments involved simulate
shocked astonishment, and immediately to retire the blabbermouthed

-t rcirt; ors

eQa

,s from the public payroll to the sanctuary

of universities, foundations "for the advancement of learning,"
and other convenient hide-outs .

Such retirement to prepared

academic nests is, of course, just standard procedure, like
the disappearnce of a prairie dog down its hole .
cedure has been used a thousand times .

In the days of Woodrow
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That pro-

Wilson, for example, when a malignant alien named Felix Frankfurter was identified as the author of a document that was
published over the signature of

'

¬ the President

to extricate the murderers and terrorists of a Communist subsidiarg from their difficulties, and when Woodrow Wilson said
that he could not remember having ever read the document, much
less having signed it, and a public investigation was imminent,
the Frankfurter promptly disappeared down
University, in which he
of Law.

bmmm

a hole

called Harvard

became, believe it or not, Professor

In more recent times, i

Owen Lattimore,

when publicly identified by the Senate Subcommittee as "a conscious, articulate instrument of the Soviet conspiracy," immediately
popped into the Johns Hopkins University .

Robert

Oppenheimer, when identified as a liar,

w,**Peie, and a

knowing associate of Soviet spies and other criminals, dodged
into a whole series of academic burrows, fromtHarvard University
to the Institute for Advanced Study;

And here is the most

recent example, of which you may not have heard .
two :

One of the

creatures in the State Department identified as

directly responsible for the installation of the Communist
Conspiracy in Cuba is an

_

individual named Roy R. Rubottom .

Now I don't know whether your local papers have given you the
glad tidings as yet or not, but
ducked into Southern
w, fl be
Texas, where he '

Rubottom 4asa;tp~ has just

Methodist University in Dallas,
the "Vice President
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of the University in Charge of University Life ."
I have mentioned these few examples just to show how easy
it would have been in 1933 to transfer the loose-tongued traitors
temporarily to academic hide-outs and so stop the scandal
r

i-t=

y
ent,tir

rrts:cr~: .;

ed-e:ny

;.

ew s

-~

ars %

before it  began,at=~
vin-# Congressional hearings,

The decision not to use that facile expedient, it

seems to me, must have been made by the supreme directorate of
International Communist Conspiracy, which must have judged,
therefore, that the time had come for some open terrorism in
the United States .

And, as the result proved, they were correct.

A simple signal brought the rats

' swarming from the seviers

of society; those perennial nuisances, the self-styled "Liberal
intellectuals,"[actuated by a conscious or subconscious awareness of their own inferiority gladly joined the pack ; and unlimited funds from the U. S . Treasury and other sources well!
available to hire such more intelligent accomplices as were
By this concerted effort, the international criminals ,
.~~ ns l( y
succeeded in breaking Dr . Wirt an procuring his death in 1938 .

needed .

That was the first in a long series of Bolshevik victories
in this field, and I believe that former Congressman Dies does
not exaggerate at all when he speaks of a "thousand other such
cases of vilification and personal attack" carried out by the
Conspiracy .
Harry

Our enemies, although they undoubtedly share

hopkin's

opinion that Americans "are just to damn dumb"

to understand what is being done to them, rely on their working
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control of our communications to prevent the general public
from perceiving the monotonous uniformity of all the campaigns
of defamation ; but, on the other hand, they take care to make
Communist instigation and control obvious to every observer
who has studied the methods of the Conspiracy .

When the vermin

conduct such campaigns to destroy their active opponents, they
have a second and far more
and terrorise potential opponents.

objective : to intimidate
For every Dr . Wirt they

destroy, they silence a hundred or two hundred other men, who
might otherwise have spoken out against treason .
This Bommunist technique has been brilliant11successful
in the past, but like any tool it can be worn out by overuse.
I am inclined to believe that the Conspiracy made a mistake
when, on December 5, 1960, it issued from Moscow orders for
effective
spitting-campaigns against all/patriotic organizations in the
United States, and particularly and specifically against the
John Birch Society.

We have now reached the point, I think,

where attacks on the John Birch Society and other American
opponents of the Conspiracy in the press or radio do the
Conspirators more harm, by exposing to all thoughtful people
the extent of their control, than they profit the Conspiracy
by exciting the irrational emotions of the unthinking .
However that may be, let us consider this eveniig two
closely related subjects : first, the principal forces that
the Conspiracy had, at its disposal to excite national hysteria
.
the occasion of~on the assassination last November of John
OraVER E%HrBrP No. 10-Continued
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F. Kennedy, who was at that time President of the United States,
and second, the essential facts that the Conspiracy is trying
to cover up .
Now for our first point, we need not consider at all the
personal character of the late John F. Kennedy, for it does not
really matter Whether he was as noble or as vile an individual
as our race has produced .

The only important thing is that,

whatever his character, he was at the time that he was assassinated
the President of the United States .
understand precisely what that means .

And lot us be sure that we
t

I have not seen the evening papers, so I cannot be sure
that the Warren Gang has not at last dared to decree that our
Constitution is, like God, unconstitutional .
Earl

aed

step

_

But assuming that

his confederates have not yet dared to take the final
we are still

living-in legal terms, at least-under the Constitution that
our forefathers devised in the hope that they could found a
nation of free men sufficiently intelligent and courageous to
retain the freedom that !Lej won by expending their fortunes,
their blood, and often their lives .
If this is still America, let's remember what the late
Jack Kennedy was in terms of the American Constitution .
was a public servant ; he was your servant .

He

If we overlook the

flagrant falsification of election returns in three states
that really put him in office, he was a man whom you hired
in the autumn of 1960 .

He induced you to employ him by making
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certain specific and many vague promises that he certainly did
not keep Land probably had no intention of keeping.] But that is
a minor matter .

The important thing is that he was your employs,

whom you hired and whom-accordingthe Constitution, at leastyou could have discharged at any time through the Constitutional
procedure of impeachment and trial before your elected representstive3in Congress .
A public servant .

That, ladies and gentleman, is what u

president is under the Constitution that your forefathers designed, on the basis of human experience and particularly the
tragic history of Rome, with the conscious purpose of averting
the fatal decay that destroyed the Roman Republic, and with the
conscious hope of assuring to their descendants a freedom and
dignity greater than men sk had ever known before .
The murder of a public servant as such is, of course, a
blow against the law and order that is the first requisite of
all civilized society, and it is an insult and a threat to your
dignity and freedom, especially when it is the work of a gang
or a conspiracy .
that happens .

You should be shocked and indignant whenever

You should, for example, be aroused and alarmed

whenever a police officer is while on duty killed or assaulted
by any one of the gangs of hoodlums and other scum that the
Conspiracy is now using your taxes to incite and finance for
obvious purpose of creating a domestic anarchy in which no
decent American can feel reasonably secure in his own home
or on the streets of his own city .
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Now a President is obviously an officer of higher rank
than the rookie policeman who may be directing traffic in the
next block, just as a general is of higher rank than a sekant
or private in the army, but, if we are to be rational about
such things, we must remember that they are all officers of
the same kind, that is to say, public servants .
That, of course, is the fact that Communist-directed propaganda was designed to conceal .

It was not a President as such,

but Jack Kennedy as a person who was the subject of the hysteria
they excited and augmented to the best of their ability .
It behooves us to understand clearly what weaknesses in our
They are significant

population they were able to exploit and use .

weaknesses that we must take into account in our consideration
of all political questions, if we are to approach them realistically
and rationally .

There are three major weaknesses .

The first is simply the univers,*1 human addiction to drama
as an art, that is to say to the most vivid kind of fiction .
Now that is a very healthy thing ; it meets a basic need of the ,
human organism-a need that becomes the greater and more imperative, the higher the level of civilization .

There is something

in all of us that demands vicarious experience and emotion,
and we wisely satisfy that natural need by deliberately undergoing illusions.
a performance of

When we go into a theatre to see, let us say,
we, in effect, say

to ourselves: "I know very well that I am going to see some
actors perform, amid false scenery, a series of actions
OLIVER EXHIBIT NO . 1P-Continued.
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As most of you may not know-for the national press never
reported it--the Headquarters detachment of our army, under orders
from YcNamara's office, began to rehearse for the funeral more
than a week before the assassination .

And "Blackjack" was an

old army horse who was selected at the time of the first rehearsal
for the role that he played in the real performance .

Incidentally,

he was a horse who had never been broken to the saddle and-consequently never ridden by anyone .

That is what was specifically

said by the commander of that detachment when he told his hometown newspaper about the rehearsals .

Perhaps I should add that

I did not hear of that statement for several days, and by the
time that I tried to reach him by telephone, the commander had
:

-

been transferred to somewhere in Germany.

I mention "Blackjack" and the impression created on television merely as an example of the attention to detail that
makes great and impressive performances .
Now the late jack Kennedy was undoubtedly a very talented
actor-indeed, I should rank him as almost the equal of the
actor who takes the role of Perry mason in a series of tele
vision shows that some of you may have seen=*Bu-.w-hr~.

.

Kennedy was able to recite quite convincingly the

lines written for him by Salinger, Schlesingar, and other

z2.=-_-y word-twisters who you peoplered to confuse you .
r
A good deal of that stuff sounded American aad made sense,
and seemed entirely credible, so long as we didn't notice
how much the announced intentions differed from what was
a ,3
t n'z.I"z .,Y7 s~4w~~tors*rr~t,i). .
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Television, in other woris,'has provided a nationwide
\_,
theatre for actors So hold politipal officc, and the usual
he is playing be-

tondcncy to confuse the actor wi
great

cones particularly strouS .
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noon over curr=tly po
honnedv just as they :

r cina=a actors

o appear in synpathatic Wlco . ,,The assassination produced,
, the hind of dc=onstration that accompanied the

'

funerals of Rudolph gain--07 and similar actors . This elemart
COW ;dc 2. Ole
of irrationality in a 'niZz part of the voting population is
a fact uith which we shall have to reckon in all political
calculations .
second factor that we nust consider is even more
02ortant-and cninous .
Or insti=

it is a matter of a residual szntiment
d parts of the population that

in ti=.~

am te .(
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.14

,~M,ovx .

PK

- Miroct,prupaganda for many decades .
As we all know, civilization is

a

very recent phenomenon .
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.
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c2soluta Eczp3t,,; ;
2ocialism is,

depth of

20
mind can really understand .

Western civilization, so far as

use know, has always been refractory to Socialism, but when
our civilization has decayed and sunk low, the same forms have
appeared .

You are all familiar with the history of the Empire

that was erected on the ruins of the Roman Republic, and you
all know the outlines of that long process of every increasing
centralization and tyranny that runs from Augustus,
who pretended to have preserved the republic and to be no more
than the

foremost citizen-ArSnceps civium-to Diocletian,

who first attempted complete control of prices and wages and
who appropriately was called by his debased subjects "Our
Lord and God"-dominos et deus .

That is the goal towards which

all Socialism must necessarily and inevitably move .
We have been talking, of course, about Socialism as it
has existed and can exist in the real world, not about the
drivel that you may have been taught in school by the parrots
of theorists who try tolive in their own private dream-worlds .
But the more intelliger .t Socialists today are very well aware
of the nature of Socialism, although they naturally don't
tell their intended victims .
candidly among themselves .

Sometimes, however, they speak
George Bernard Shaw, for example,

who was certainly one of the most lucid of modern Socialists,
when writing in a high-brow magazine of very small circulation
Oct .'21

called the Labour Monthly , said quite frankly
Compulsory labor, with death as the final penalty,
is the keystone of

Socialism .
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And the professional

Stan was neraly telling the simple truth .

Socialists for whom he ::rote recognized it as such . 'He--could
have - added-that forced labor under penalty of death is most
efficiently exacted by a supposedly superhuman being, such as
has been the master of pure Socialist states in the pas
Now there must be a considerable segment of our population
that is so backward that Socialism seems to them the most natural,
or even the only intelligible, form of government ; they have a
dog's longing for a master who will relieve him of responsibility .
This tendency has, of course, been systematically fostered by
!-" brain-washing and other indoctrination by the Socialists in
our schools, who know that the only way to trap and subjugate
a free people is to instill in them blind devotion to a Fiihrer
or Leader, such as Hitler or Roosevelt, who, to be sure, cannot
in this early stage on the nation's road to serfdom be represented
as actually divine, but who is distinctly represented as being
in some undefined way superhuman in his wisdom and'`?
m

~1d.-

And the emotional devotion that was accorded Hitler

and Roosevelt by their more fatuous subjects presupposed that
they were in some way morn than aortal men .
All the ~-'--~ techniques of our vast lie-machines, both
those that you are directly taxed to finance and those that
u:, I,ekxl~ °f "E~
are fuanced by wealthy subversives 4~e , Communist Conspia-acy,
were used to glorify and surround with a spurious glamor the
late Jack i{ennedy .

That tawdry

and shameless

showmanship was partly described in an exce_. .lent article by
OLIVES EXHIBIT 1o. 10-Continued

moister
istor '-ar-j Paul Paye, entitled "T'lia 'Kennedy Cult," in

Hay for has this infectiora
do not

but 1 fear to

which may or may not bc ; of

2

o in the United States?

I

can give you one datum,
significance .

After the first install:iient of ny article, intended to
breams the general hypnosis that had been induced after the
assassination of Xemncay, was published in the February iszao
of

L-.-, icar

Oninion, the Conspiracy, a)parc,Yitly after a decision

alas !,.adO oa a fairly high love! for it too:: them fourteen days
after the publication of the article to begin uork -ideaided
on a s:,_-jar ca~.paign of the usual type .

And as the ve=in in

our press and radio shrieked and spat, an avalanche of letters
the majority of these letters gore of the

descended oa

, --,mlymly
most smearteziin3 kind, and I only wish that it had been hua

possible for me to ansver each of those letters personally .
Some of them cane from Tuesoii./S-,Oi( ,go/Glendale/Sait Lah_e/5a
aad if the vriters are) present, I hope tha- '; they will acco_;) .1
most heart-felt thanks at this time .

my

B; -, of the first two thousand letters, 417--sliohtly mare
thaii 20 0/,,-o -_ -pr~ssod indignation over ny article, which -t.L-~y
2caa,

had
-,.:ch

ow so
: of those letters came from Communists .

a matter, I rely, of course, not on my

0,,n
..

judgement,

bat on that of axi American who had almost ton years of experionc

a z.- dc2covz~

Can_ uaist Party,

3ent of the F . B . I . within the
ni and who
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able to sort out the

communications at a glance

almost as rapidly as you might sort out the cards of a given
suite fro= the deck .
I

:any of th

letters, from both Communists and non-.o=.u:aists,

described in loving detail just
hov the writers wanted or intended
V
to torture, disnomber, blind, or murder me .

One of those artists

teak five pages to describe just ho:7 he would use my own intestine:f
to tie me, while yet alive, to a racket to be sent to the moon,

[So that the world would not be contaminated by even the
of a person so vile that he did not adore Massah Jack:

Here is

a specimen that is typical, except that it is short and can be
read in public .

By the way, examination sho,,,,,ed that it was the

vork of throe individuals, --caaxand I shall try to suggest by my pronunciation the kind of spelling
that those three geniuses produced in collaboration:
OrivER EXHIBIT No. 10-Continued

Prof Olivver, you are dirty fascist Rntisemetic hate-mengger

. when

I reed - ,ha " you say about our SUPRR= 1=27R, I 'Jill -rut the hands
around

7o, :r nek and -,ush so your eyes pop out on the floor and then

I stVP on the eyes squsk and then we use nives on you dirty fascist
antisemetic hate-mongger .

..A

S

C D' M

BE11ER BUS,,,
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I thought you might be amused , by that specinen of the literary
style of persons whom, I suppose, we shall have to call "lovemongers ."
But to return to our subject, what really frightened me
was the 189 letters-a- -nost 107, of the total-that certainly
did not come from either Bolsheviks or crack-pots . Most of
ML, - e
13Y1d
them were written,,in sorrow, x~ than anger, wile}r referred
to the deceased Kennedy in such terms as the following :
"our martyred president"-a term which, if the writer
understood English, means that Kennedy knew that he. was to
be shot and knowingly went to his loath, thus, in the circumstances, really committing suicide .
"the greatest President we ever had"-a phrase that seems
to me a little hard on George Washington, John Adams, and
several other "right-wing extremists" in our history.
"the greatest man who ever lived"
"Our Supreme Leader"
"Out Marred Saint"
"Our Divine Leader"
"Our Redeemer"
"Our Savior"
One man even predicted a Second Coming, for he wrote that
we were going to have a One 'world and that then
"the Heavens will be illumined with the radiant smile
a++

of that immortal Kennedy whom we .adore ."
OLIVES ExiiIBIT No. 10-Continued
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So far has t .-.a slavebaco::e accv -, , ~,ed in the
writers
And the
of those slavisL, scrlicdz
ed
7erw

s,-

as you

1:ot,

.
iterates

spelled as w~Il as the avera2e

arc

out exception,
colleSe graduat ,,,,

-,~Ilnost with-

of couro--,,,doosn't mean ve .-j nuch

their profes'sio -nal letterheads,
Some wroto on
i4l .,
i can identify anon,prito-rs one la .ajar, two dontists,,

these days .

tl:io t~rch, rs in :)ther schoo-', s,

thre3 colleSe profeszo:.-s,
usin.ess
others

who

society .

one

-

Lc : -,

hold

:~d pos!Gio , ,s in our

I conf

1 th-,inll

aa~,d several

cold 3hil-ers whonevcr
,- . 2,ociDty tlat contains amy large numb ,:-.r

thc,"l, for

of votin~ slaves can lGn3 rz :-ain fr :,;a . They are fit o :aly fc,r
Socialism .
There was a third factor in the Xennedy cult that I shall
have to mention briefly,

self-stvlca "Liberal intellectuals ."

ow many of the pens

7

to pervert and

nds in tLD public schools on all levels

poison your chil
are either 3

:a re

om you

,viks or

idiaries .

fc,,- one of the Conspiracy's

But when you

irator ;" you have a

supViact
flu

the conscious con-

Ually larZa residue whom we may

call "I,-'oeral

if

nanv they havo~givon

.-;ant

17

C

Ts. UCs

the iii'

ose that the simplest

'ofinition of a "Liberal intellectual" is t-',iat he is a mar
has made a career of seal:
the world is upsi(! .w

his h~ad and complaining that
But
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tkoim ,a

to describe them azcura~ely and to account for ther, as
I can only remind ' of
f the obvious fact
A

a social phenomenon .

that no so-called "Liberal" has ever propo., .ed or even approved
anything that would add one acre to the territory of the United
;fates or br

S one dollar of profit to the American paople .

On the contrary, the "Liberal'' alviays takes for granted a premise
'rhich, when strip

d of =awkis :a double-talk, coy fairly be~

stated thus :

energy and inZ~ -,Yaity

be.oause, they have by their
and
prosperous
power-

ful, are iuf,~rior bi~

,;,~s .'-;rved to be taxed, e-ploited,

The American p;~~opie,

1-

dqqded, and on occac
veaianca of any bi

cis

',.tilled for the co:Zort and conare
at
too lazy, too stupid, or

too savaso to wor'l_- for tLaemselvos .
tacit
!hat is the/preniso from which all ''Liberals'' start, and unless
you recognize it and keep it clearly in mind, you will be in
Ke-y_-t time the little shysters

danger of being talren in again

come spec i--,- about you 'and wLiz.,)orir.S about `°underdeveloped
nations,"

he world safe

poace," "the un :!,3rprivileged, r

for democracy," ° `world

"Civil 2ightS," and other hokunm

designed to stimulate the glands of muzzy-headed "do-gooders ."
(_If you observe them objectivr

you will see for yourself

that even the most ignorant "intellectual,"
slightest idea of what he is doinZ, ..a
that
is

rho may not have t

uZht in the schools

Sonism toward his country, his race, and his civilization
of that he's got a super-brain in his nu=b little sku:.l ._
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those noisy posts automatically

~_Using that simple standard,

stridulate and demonstrate on behalf of any measure designed to
destroy the independence of the United States,

to degrade and

debase white men, and to defile a--.d efface the intellectual and
on which depend the

moral values
civilization of the Christian Wast .

Naturally, they adored faster Jack witli the same irrational
and frenzied emotion with which, a foT yea :rz aE;o, they spat
on that great American, Senator Joseph 1'cCarthy .
Now, ladies and gentlemen, so far as tae 1mo7m facts concerninZ the assassination :111 in Dallas are concerned, I understand that most of you have probably read =y articles in the
February and Yarch issues of

Ln- Oninion,
--,

e supplemental speech that has be :,n-

and

perhaps also

printed and widely dis-

tributed by the Commun.- .ty Lecture St,rie

'.fount Zion, Illinois .
z,

So I shall spare you a repetition o :.

All that

s come to light since is a series of corrolfrative data .
A
basic facts

can be quickly s=-arized .

Lee Harvey

0swald was a vicious young punk who, in response to his diseased
instincts, became a

stole military secrets while he

was in the urine Corps, and defected to

Soviet Russia,

re he renounced his American citizonship and married the
adopted daughter of a colonel in
Military Intelligence
.

Soviet

After bei-..~; traincl in the techniques

of sabotage
almost
~:nd
assassinationfor L=
,
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three years in the school for'interaational criminals near
?.'insk, he and his Communist wife were brog3at back to the Inited
States by our Communist-dominated State Deputuent in open
violation of American law .
Immediately on his return, he took up the duties that were
assigned to him by his superiors in the Conspiracy, acting as
a spy on anti-Communist Cuban refugess in this country and
later as an agitator for "Fair Play for Cuba," one of the Bolshevik
subsidiaries that flourish openly in defrace of law through
the connivance of the Attorney General, Robert F . Kennedy.
In April of 1963, the young criminal was sent to Dallas, where,
with one or more accomplices, he made an unsuccesful attempt
to murder a great American patriot, General Edvr~in A . Walker .
last December,
At the time I wrote, I did not know the idantity of 0swalds
accomplices

However, Mr . John Henshaw, the chief of the

',7ashington bureau of that vigorous newspaper, the National
Ennuirer, has sources of information that disclose to him
something of what goes on in the secret hearings of the
illegal and unconstitutional commission

under the

chairmanship of the infamous Earl PJarren .
According to the story published
by W`r. Henshaw in the issue of the inquirer dated May 17,
0swalds supervisor in the attempt to murde-- General Walker
was none other than the Jakob Rubenstein, alias Ruby, who
later killed 0swald . m£`^
OLIVER
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;ports from his infornar-ts that the investiSations of t
?'Dallas police after the attempted assassination led

th--~

to Rubenstein and Oswald, but that the police
fro= makin~ the arrest because an official in -,,`ashin :4tom ini;ervened and asked th :;,- rid-ti to
Lrid it is quite
can be only

so ''in the natio--.a l inte

4:o

fi-o ::i the description t
- ,

7 --,

-_,

th

OfficaL

Pittorney General, "Bobb,!

Sex-" Kennedy.
Having thus .~~ccap~Q t,ti:-.e

of the attenpt

'i"usinoss
ler Gwneral .'alkor, C~, .11 i:Gm aLo":-w
ia lic-,,: Orleans and

uktil

assination of Presld----t Kennedy .
Lallas and, through

the

forty-five ,:lays before !-,he
At that tine, he went to

ir.tercesnion of so .e wealthy friends,

obtained a job in the Tc :ms Book :yep osito.-y, one of the very
few buildings suitable for the assassination, since k~x!=2x
upper floors were

of storage space only rarely visited

by ot~.or C ~loyees . At the tile,
t! position,12ne
ra,

Oswald obtained this
,2ts are to be believed,

did not even hno7 that
by so :,-.e of

'his

assoca-tos to

A fe-,.7 days before
fm~

be persuaded

e

e airport to the place

viii

Eallas .
in Dallas, the route
hich he c,as to speak was

from" the origiral direct route to a long and ei,-cu--'- ;cus
one

%',ould bring him within ore block of the Texas Book

D-po .cito-r-y.

T'hat

route, was the one published in the Dallas

on the 2or--inZ of the day of the assassination .
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But after the paper went to press . a further change of routing
%- :as made so that the procession detoured one block out of the
announced route, turned at an acute angle ir front of the
j

ool: Depository, and so brought the President into the best

possible line of fire for the miar.,sman waiting at the window
of the Depository .
asz.rald, as we all knov., , killed Konnedy .

There is only-one

uncertainty, whether another Communist sharpshooter participated
in the assassination.

There is a good deal of evidence, including

that of persons w o,'saw the newsreel film before it was tmiperad
with, and the reported opinionsn of the physicians who examined
the body in papas, that four shots were fired-not t1arao-and
that at lease 0ne of then came from a different location .

That,

of course, is the kind of evidenoc that Earl `, :arr4n will l do his
best to suppress .

,~;Ast

I do not know, of

6ou' -- e, but there is nothing

implausible about that report : indeed, it's only reasonable
that the Communists would be able to figure out that two rL.'les
are alwa.,s better than one .
other

if that is vhat ha?pened, the

assassin did =a

good his escape, as 0swald

a1_- :lost succcU7c)d in doing .

-1

:; must remember that it was only by

r%croot chance that Os,,,iald vvas caught .

tire

He Escaped from the

huillinZ quickly and efficiently, i~.,
went to th7 rooD that 'h,.OLIVER EXHIBIT No. 10-Continued
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_. under an aii_s,

51
and pa ;~ly changed his clothes .

I sUanect that it was at

~'hds point that soLething rent =ong that thro -agh his
o_ azother's blunder Os-ald failed to make contact with tha
C--o=nist agent who was to take him

in an auto-

nobile or other conveyance fron the city to the airport .

At

all events, Oswald started Talking from his roo--l along a rouge
L, .-,at led directly to the apartment of Jahob Rubenstein, which
was only a few blocks a". ay .

While he was walking on the street,

he was spotted and stopped for questioning by an alert young
policeman.
I have made inquiries; about Officer Tippet, and I have
:v his bad-E;He was a young man,

earned

members of police forces throu¬'gout

not unlike most of the

the country-the men to whom you citizens seldom give a thought,
althouJa they, usually underpaid, are the yen who will protect
av11 cssness an
you, with V~.J lives if i:eCesSu J'' , from the 1`-.

violence that the Co=~unist Conspiracy is constantly striving
1nC1':.e under wise of "'Civil ?i c~nts~~ and other pretox Vs .
0=' icer Tippet is dead, so we shall never

what instinct

o:° sur iise led him, while he was driving in his automobile,
to stop the disguised Cswald for que,-tioni :[; .
2eason,

:;p-et

he was right .
is

In

all this sordid business, Officer

r-- the one real hero .

~_ce of his duty .

,9hatever his

He gave his life in the

And I ash you to remember him--

~) :7ayer, i1. such be your incliiLation and faith .
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We all know what happened .

Oswald, in a moment of panic,

shot Officer Tippet to death, ran away, and was finally arrested
in a motion picture theatre in which he was trying to hide .

After

his arrest, Oswald was so indiscreet as to yell for a noted Communist
lawyer and to permit himself to be photographed giving the Communist
clenched-fist salute of victory .

He talked ever more indiscreetly

and was on the verge of confession when he was shot by Jakob Rubenstein, who was ostensibly a petty hoodlum from Chicago engaged in
operating strip-tease joints in Dallas under the alias of Ruby,
and whose possible identity with the two or three other Jacob or
Jack Rubensteins listed in Congressional hearings as officers of
Communist Youth Leagues and similar subsidiaries seems to have
been most carefully not investigated .

Pie only know that this man

made trips to Communist Cuba, where he had some kind of business
with one Solomon Praskin, a shady individual who became an associate
of Fidel Castro long before that Bolshevik degenerate attracted
any notice .

Obviously, Rubenstein must have had very compelling

reasons for publicly executing Oswald in front of television
cameras .

But that was probably the only opportunity to keep Os-

wald from talking .
The primary purpose of the assassination is abundantly clear
from what happened immediately after the shots were fired and
before Oswald was arrested and identified--AMent on happening
for some time after that identification . 'Ni't-1h a. celerity tha-~
Liakes it seem- that they were just waiting :'Lor the news, the
grotesquely misnamed Voice of America, Radio Moscow, and scores
or hundreds of similar voices, soon including Earl 1rarren,
OLIVER ExHIBIT, No . 10-Continued
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began to screech that the assassination was the wor.1i of " rig,-_t -win,
extremist$"
they hag
began in a thbnderous concert to use all their arts to excite
mobs to hysteria and violence .

There are indications that

the local vermin had made, or were making, preparations for
looting and murder on t1m at least the scale of the race riots
they are currently putting on .

It is easy to see what could

have happened, hmdm but for the Communists' one slip-up in
Dallas-but for the sheer chance that exposed Oswald .

There

could have been-and, I feel certain, would have been-a complete break down of lavr and order eirerywhe:^e . The numerous
,creatur
have bee living for years in ill-concealed anticipation
of the glorious day when they

will

be able to hack Americans to

pieces and drag bodies through the streets, could have started
joy themselves under a pretext of grief for their "martyred
,Presri41Qn , ~~
fir" and they could have started Kx hunting Americans with
guns .

In some places they could have mustered strength beyond

the control of the local police ; in others they could have
of Americans
got in am some satisfactory killing^before being brought under
control .

The great nest of traitors in Washington could have

begun a pseudo--;legal reign of terror against loyal Americans
along the lines of the infamous "Sedition Trail" in Washington
in 1°x,94, which was obviously a very small-scale pilot-study
for such an event .

There could have been a national Saturnalia

of legalized violence under the cover of which the International
Communist Conspiracy could have gained a control of this nation
that could not subsequently have been broken .
OLIvEA EXHIBIT
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In all probability,

some of you in this room tonight o-.-,e

your lives or at least your liberty to Police Officer J. D .
Tippet, who stopped Oswald on the'"street and was murdered by
the Co

piracy's well-trained but not infallible agent .

When it could not be concealed that the assassin was a
Communist, the Conspiracy's mouthpieces had to do their bes';
to distract attention from that fact, and, as you all remember,
the first thing they thought of was hypocritical ho-,114 ng that
the assassination was the work of the nasty Americans afteraall,
because those wicked beings don't love sweet little Communistswhich makes them "hate-mongers."

And you all remember the rest

of the slime that came out of the controlled press and radii) .

I

shall only mention that one of the first gleeful chortles was
a prediction that Senator Goldwater could not conceivably h=W be
nominated .

And I believe that, had the national hypnosis r,~mained

unbroken, they would have been right about that .
As to the future, I make no predictione., but I think two
developments probable .
As you know, Earl Warren-"Dinky" as he
. was called by h:i :
classmates when the taxpayers of California were paying for his
s. fG~'

"education" at Berkeley-Earl Warren, who,
-,P.'l7Aug.'G3

only

month;, be-

lore the assassination, was over in the Crimea roistering with
the world's most bloody and bestial butcher, Khrushchev, and
who doubtless had important reasons for flocking, together with
Comrade Nick-Earl announced on February 4 that the illegal commission to which he was appointed at the official demand of the
OLIvER EXHIBIT No. 10-Continued
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. Co=munist Party in its +official publication, Tho forker,
Meal
was going to keep the truth zaam about the assassinati=
concealed during "your lifetime ."

That insolent and arrogant

statement ammmsad naturally aroused protest among Americans,
d it wasn't feasible

&n=nQn:_

to kick the curs into silence.

So Warren has been promising

that there would be a report next month--always next month-and I have no idea how long he will continue to stall . Accord&Z
--and this, mind you, is merely Washington gossip-to gossip in Washington, A the question is how much suppression
of fact Senator Russell, the American member of the Commission,
will agree to as a compromise .

k:1

If the report is released, thmm==0
it will probably
I
i" "
,
more or less explicit
explicitl-y the first of the two Communist

4

.

propaganda lines about the assassination.

For the Conspiracy

does have two stories which, as it has frequently done in
similar situation;, it promotes simultaneously both to create
v

great confusion and to manipulate audiences of greater or lesser
gulliblity .
The first propaganda line, of course, is the one
that you have

pay
III=
so

often.

Oswald was just a"loner," a . poor

misguided boy who did what he hadn't oughter done

'cause he

had a psychological quirk, caused maybe because he didn't get
his bottle in time when he was three months old.
he was just a "loner" too, a poor
who killed Oswald

And Rubenstbin,

±i impulsive sentimentalizt

'cause he loved taster Jack so much .
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And of course our high-minded Bolsheviks just had nothin' tc
do with nothin', see?
The second propaganda line is the one that I mentioned

4

in the February issue of Americas Opinion, when I was not
131,l5x&Y45

certain that they would dare to use it in the United States,
as they were then using it elsewhere in the world .

Wu'..=L;

they have=dared-.
1.
1

You will find that line set forth in a book *=t by one
Joachim Joesten, who claims to be a Dane who migrated tol, Ru:aia
and later to the United States .

It is entitled Oswald : Asss_ssin

ef F:11 9m3:9--, and it is published by a

k

t'arzd

-. 8e

s L. ;

-

p .1 lwshing house,

a headed by one Carlo Aldo Marzari.,

whom you may know better under one of his alias'

Tony 1;alesor1,Vh,ale ; ~,

He was identified as a member of the Communist Party waen

LCD

was employed in our super-secret "intelligence" organization,
the O.S .S ., and in the State Department .
no conflict of interest there .

Of course, there was

I can't remember whether it

was under his alias or under his own name that he served his
term in prison for perjury .

So you see, the book comes from

an appropriate source, and, if you have any doubts remaining,
Sr,~i?,'C:
just note that the
firm also publishes pukem on Americans
.
q )~I~writing
ay"^ret .d
by one S~Steiner/under the Alias of Mike Newberry .
also
-F 7_ :y/writes for the U
I= Communist Worker ,

The book,contains a few preposterous fantasies, but for
the most part it operates by taking the facts that are publicly
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known and simply turning them upside down .

That way, you

see, they will look just right to "Liberal intellectuals."
It starts, for example, with that strange d

~ '~

~~ of

the presidential procession that made Kennedy an easy nark
"fa a,hick 1^b .Qaart, . -as -tk, ; :Cs.sr
for a marksman in the Book Dep~4tory,A But the author argues
that a sweet little Communist like Oswald couldn't possib : .g
have known about it, much less hadt
up for him.
g2et
Poor little fellow?

The detour must have been arranged so

that the nasty "right-wing extremists" could frame him for
the assassination .
The book makes much of the possible amsaama+baa" i
activities of "our" Central Intelligence Agency .

z

This is

designed for readers who have memories so poor that they will
not recall the long list of events, from the "fake" invasion
of Cuba,known as Operation Judas because it
betrayed the anti-Communist Cubans into the hands of Castro,
to the recent assassinations in Vietnam, in which "our"
Central Intelligence Agency, with its army of seventeen to
forty thousand faceless agents and the billions of dollars

~~-~with which you taxpayers supply it every year, has done the
work of the Soviet Secret Police .

It is designed for readers

who will not remember that a kr-=+ defector

S"c met

from the

Soviet APolice has sworn that his colleagues in the Central
Intelligence Agency used your money directly to subsidize
the Soviet Secret Police, the official Communist Party in
K
Italy, and Athe official Communist Party in the U. S.
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On the contrary, the author of this incredible hogwash-like
the authors of some other books recently published-expects
you to believe that the C .I .A . is a "right-wing" organization
probably run by the John Birch Society .
I do not know whether Oswald was paid by the C .I .A ., but
I hear that there was testimony before the Warren Commission
that he was .
C .I .A .

im

There would be nothing~improbable in that . .Th ,
mmlxibkm worked for Castro in Cuba before he

came to power ; it

Rdx

is

-r l a

poi~ d- to have

instigated and fi#nanced the Communist-smear against General
itxh

Walker ;

.Fa?
xfin"'~re

it

contrived and financed assassinations of anti-Communists in
other parts of the world, notably General Trujillo in the
Dominican Republic ; and there wxx wmnffi&mbnxnm2d=~;xn-_~ `- 3 y
seems to be no good reaso
to im nax mgm

n

that it would not use your money

p=xkemzm amyn imwti -am

carry out assassinations

in the Communist intezest in this country .
(Jcc'sZe )i )
But what this poisonous book is trying to tell its res:dars-and I warn$ you this is the kind of topsy-turvey propagan<<a
that is certain to convince "Liberal intellect-uals"--is that
Kennedy was really assassinated by the wicked "Fascist" .-Dolice
of Dallas, Texas, who then framed sweet little Oswald to conceal their crime .

And the author all but says outright that

those awful "Fascist" police are agents of the John Birch
Society and General Walker .
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I infer from this publication that the Conspiracy is planning
agitation similar to that carriec:.on forty years ago by Felix
Frankfurter and his accomplices when two sleazy little bandits,
Sacco and Vanzetti, were arrested and finally executed for a
murder they had undoubtedly committed.
You will see that our enemies, as usual, succeed in hitting
two birds with one stone .

On the o:ze `sand, they have a cock-

and-bull story that will appeal to the feeble-minded and provide
an occasion for hysterical agitation ; on the other hand, they
make progress in their intensive campaign, now being carried
on under many guises, to defame, intimidate, and corrupt the
local police of American cities, who are now almost the last
bulwark that stands between you and physical violence .
If enough Americans will put forth enough effort in time,
we can yet preserve the United States as a free and independent
nation .

If we fail, not only will

suffer indesgribible

horrors while we live and when we die, but the last lamps of
civilization rj2d1xb_=m in the whole world will be extinguished,
and they will not be lit again for a thousand years or more .
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